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Abstract. We apply a matched-filter cluster detection algorithm to the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Legacy Survey
(CFHTLS) i−band data for the Deep-1, Deep-2, Deep-3 and Deep-4 fields covering a total of 4 square degrees. To test the
implemented procedure we carry out simulations for assessing the frequency of noise peaks as well as estimate the recovery
efficiency. We estimate that up to z ∼ 0.7 the catalogue is essentially complete for clusters of richness class R & 1. The re-
covered redshifts are in general overestimated by ∆z = 0.1 with a scatter of σ∆z ∼ 0.1, except at redshifts z & 1 where the
estimated redshifts are systematically underestimated. The constructed cluster candidate catalogue contains 162 detections over
an effective area of 3.112 square degrees corresponding to a density of ∼ 52.1 per square degree. The median estimated redshift
of the candidates is z = 0.6. The estimated noise frequency is 16.9 ± 5.4 detections per square degree. From visual inspection
we identify systems that show a clear concentration of galaxies with similar colour. These systems have a density of ∼ 20 per
square degree.
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1. Introduction
Clusters of galaxies, the most massive gravitationally bound
systems in the Universe are located at the nodes of the cos-
mic web and are thus good tracers of the large-scale structures
(e.g., Bahcall 1988; Huchra et al. 1990; Collins et al. 2000).
Their intimate connection with the power spectrum of the ini-
tial density fluctuations as well as to the cosmological pa-
rameters make them important targets in observational cos-
mology (e.g. Bahcall et al. 1997; Oukbir & Blanchard 1997;
Holder et al. 2001; Schuecker et al. 2003). Additionally, they
are still accreting matter along filaments and even at z = 0 a
large fraction of them do present signs of substructures in their
morphology and in the galaxy velocity distribution. Therefore,
a prerequisite for addressing any cosmological issue from a
cluster sample is not only to have a large homogeneous sample
with a well-understood selection function, but also a good un-
Send offprint requests to: L.F. Olsen, lisbeth@dark-cosmology.dk
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derstanding of cluster evolution including constraints on their
dynamical state.
The evolution of galaxy clusters has in recent years ob-
tained a lot of attention. This is partly due to the advent of large
telescopes and sensitive instruments which allow to carry out
detailed studies of high redshift systems. Many studies have
concentrated on the colour of the red sequence galaxies. These
have shown that most of the known systems exhibit properties
similar to those of present day clusters (e.g., Stanford et al.
1997, 1998; van Dokkum et al. 2000; Lidman et al. 2004),
when taking into account the passive evolution of the stellar
populations. Most of the studied systems have been X-ray se-
lected, which is likely to trace the most massive systems at
any redshift. Therefore, the current studies may be biased to-
wards old, well-evolved systems missing the true progenitors of
present day clusters and galaxies (van Dokkum & Franx 2001).
In order to better understand such biases and selection effects it
is important to use different detection methods and wavelength
regimes.
A number of different detection algorithms and wave-
lengths have been used for identifying systems at increas-
ingly higher redshifts. The largest cluster samples have been
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constructed using either optical (e.g., Postman et al. 1996;
Olsen et al. 1999b; Gladders & Yee 2001; De Propris et al.
2002; Postman et al. 2002; Goto et al. 2002; Kim et al.
2002; Gal et al. 2003; Bahcall et al. 2003; Miller et al. 2005;
Tago et al. 2006) or X-ray (e.g., Bo¨hringer et al. 2000, 2004,
and references therein) data. More recently, the Sunyaev-
Zeldovich effect has also been used for detecting clusters of
galaxies (Carlstrom et al. 2002). Each method is based on one
or at most a few characteristics derived from known clusters
and may thus introduce biases against certain types of systems.
Therefore, it is of utmost importance for each method to have
a well-defined selection function including a clear understand-
ing of the built-in biases. Furthermore, directly comparing cat-
alogues covering the same area extracted by different methods
will yield important insight into the different biases introduced
by the different methods.
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) data with its large
area and multi-colour coverage, as well as complementing
spectroscopic information, has recently provided an impor-
tant test-bed for a number of optical cluster detection meth-
ods at low redshifts (e.g., Kepner et al. 1999; Kim et al. 2002;
Goto et al. 2002). Thorough comparisons between the dif-
ferent methods have been carried out by Kim et al. (2002);
Goto et al. (2002); Bahcall et al. (2003). These comparisons
show that, not surprisingly, there are always differences be-
tween the various catalogues, part of which are caused by
the different ways the parameters such as for example rich-
ness are estimated. The SDSS data are sufficient for detect-
ing clusters to at most intermediate redshifts (z ∼ 0.5). At
higher redshifts only smaller data samples have been avail-
able, such as the KPNO/Deeprange survey by Postman et al.
(2002) and the ESO Imaging Survey (Olsen et al. 1999a,b;
Scodeggio et al. 1999). Recently, the Red sequence Cluster
Survey by Gladders & Yee (RCS, 2005) covering 100 square
degrees has been achieved thus starting to probe large volumes
to high redshift. However, a detailed comparison of the effi-
ciency of different methods at high-z has yet to be carried out.
For detailed comparison between different methods, wide,
deep and preferentially multi-passband homogeneous surveys
are required in order to provide the necessary data for a num-
ber of different detection methods. The design of the Wide
survey of the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Legacy Survey
(CFHTLS) provides a data set that is particularly well-suited
for carrying out such studies. This survey is currently under-
way and is planned to cover ∼ 170 square degrees in 5 pass-
bands spread in 4 patches with limiting magnitudes up to 25m.
It will provide the necessary ground for building a large, well-
controlled cluster candidate sample at redshifts z . 1.3, de-
rived from a set of different search techniques using the spatial
as well as photometric properties in one or more passbands.
Such catalogues will allow us to test accurately the z > 0.5
component of the cluster distribution. Using automatic search
techniques will allow us to build selection functions for each of
our independently extracted catalogues. A careful comparison
between the various independently extracted cluster samples
will allow us to understand the additional difficulties in detect-
ing clusters at successively higher redshifts as well as improve
our knowledge about clusters at these redshifts. Combining the
catalogues from several searches we will create a robust cluster
sample well suited for both cosmological and galaxy evolution
studies.
This paper is the first in a series describing detection and in-
vestigations of primarily the photometric properties of the iden-
tified systems. In this first paper we describe our implementa-
tion of the matched filter detection method which we apply to
the i−band data of the Deep Survey of the CFHTLS. The depth
presently reached by the Deep CFHTLS corresponds roughly
to the final depth of the Wide part of the survey. Furthermore,
the small size of the Deep provides a good test-bed for vari-
ous detection algorithms for investigating the potential of the
Wide survey. The motivation for exploring the i−band in this
first paper is two-folded: first, the survey area is planned to be
covered by i−band as high priority, later followed by the other
passbands; second, most previous optical cluster searches have
been carried out in i−band, thus focusing on this filter facil-
itates comparisons with previous surveys minimising the ef-
fect of the variation in wavelength. In future papers we will
apply the same algorithm to data in other passbands in order
to investigate how sensitive this technique is to the choice of
passband at different redshifts. To investigate the advantages
of using additional colour information we will apply a colour
search technique to the same data and cross-compare the detec-
tions between the different methods. In parallel we are work-
ing on detection methods based on photometric redshift slicing
to fully exploit the multi-passband data for identifying struc-
tures, as well as on searches based on weak lensing studies
(see Gavazzi & Soucail 2006). In future papers we will also
characterize the detected systems in terms of total luminosity,
concentration, shape parameters and colour properties such as
the existence and significance of the red sequence.
The present paper is structured as follows: In Sect. 2 we
describe the galaxy catalogues used in the present work. These
catalogues are a modified version of the Terapix CFHTLS
galaxy catalogues. Sect. 3 describes the matched-filter cluster
identification method which is an improved version of that im-
plemented for the ESO Imaging Survey (Olsen et al. 1999a).
This section also describes a series of simple simulations to
account for the rate of false-positives as well as the selection
function. In Sect. 4 we apply the detection to the i−band galaxy
catalogue of the four Deep fields of the survey covering a to-
tal of ∼ 4 square degrees and compare the constructed cluster
catalogue to those of previous works. In Sect. 5 we summarize
our findings.
Throughout the paper we use a cosmological model with
Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 and H0 = 75km/s/Mpc1.
2. Galaxy catalogues
The galaxy samples used in this work are obtained from
the catalogues released by the Terapix team as part of the
CFHTLS release T0002 in August 20052. The released cata-
logues are extracted with SExtractor using a gri-chi-squared
image (Szalay et al. 1999) as reference and measuring mag-
1 We use h75 = H075km/s/Mpc
2 http://terapix.iap.fr/rubrique.php?id rubrique=198
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Fig. 1. Average galaxy number counts (filled dots with error
bars) for the four Deep fields in the i−band. The number counts
for the individual fields are shown as follows: D1 – solid line;
D2 – dotted line; D3 – short-dashed line; and D4 – long-dashed
line. The vertical dotted lines denote our adopted magnitude
limit for the present analysis.
nitudes in each individual band. Here we concentrate on the
i−band catalogues of the four Deep fields with a total sky cov-
erage of 4 square degrees. The 80% completeness limits of
the catalogues are reached at magnitudes of i = 24.8 − 25.4.
Starting from the release catalogues we apply our own star-
galaxy separation based on the locus of the objects in a half-
light radius versus magnitude diagram, where the stars are
clearly separated from the galaxies at magnitudes i . 21 − 22.
Furthermore, we apply a correction for Galactic extinction
based on the maps by Schlegel et al. (1998). As part of the
release, the Terapix team provides mask files for filtering out
false detections, usually caused by saturated stars or ghost im-
ages. Those masks are produced based on the i-band images.
We have visually inspected the images together with the masks
and, in areas where spurious detections caused by ghost images
or spikes from bright objects were still present, defined a few
additional masks.
In Fig. 1 we show the galaxy number counts obtained for
these post-processed catalogues for the four Deep fields. The
average counts are shown as points with error bars computed
as the standard deviation between the fields. It can be seen
that the D2 field is slightly shallower than the others as was
also indicated by the 80% completeness limiting magnitudes
as given by the Terapix team (24.8–25.4). It can be seen that
the 80% completeness limits roughly corresponds to the peak
of the counts. As a compromise we choose in all fields to use
galaxies with i ≤ 25. This limit is also indicated in the figure.
3. Cluster Detection
The cluster detection algorithm used in the present paper is
based on the matched-filter technique (e.g., Postman et al.
1996) as it was implemented for the ESO Imaging Survey
(Olsen et al. 1999a). To this version a number of improvements
have been added for the present work. Here, we summarize the
main aspects of the implementation, in particular focusing on
the new implementations done for this work.
3.1. Matched-filter cluster detection
The matched-filter detection procedure is based on a maximum
likelihood analysis with the following steps:
1. Creation of a filter based on an assumed cluster galaxy
luminosity function and radial profile
2. Creation of likelihood maps for a series of redshifts
3. Detection of significant peaks
4. Cross-matching of peaks for different redshifts
5. Creation of likelihood curves and identification of the red-
shift of maximum likelihood used for defining the cluster
properties such as redshift and richness
The current implementation uses the Postman et al. (1996)
matched-filter algorithm, which filters the galaxy catalogue
based on positions and apparent magnitudes. The filter is con-
structed to enhance galaxy overdensities that resemble that
of a cluster with the assumed radial profile and luminos-
ity function (LF) embedded in a background of field galax-
ies. We have adopted the Hubble radial profile characterized
by a core and a cut-off radius. The LF is a Schechter func-
tion (Schechter 1976) characterized by the faint-end slope and
Schechter magnitude, M∗. The chosen values for these pa-
rameters are taken from Popesso et al. (2005) and listed in
Table 1 after conversion to our cosmology. For details of the
matched filter algorithm and its variants we refer the reader
to Postman et al. (1996); Kepner et al. (1999); Olsen et al.
(1999a) and Kim et al. (2002).
The matched filter is applied to observed quantities (thus
angular distances and apparent magnitudes). The filter is com-
puted in a grid covering the galaxy catalogue, where we have
chosen the pixel scale to correspond to half the core radius. To
construct the likelihood curves the filter is tuned to a series of
redshifts from z = 0.2 to z = 1.3 in steps of ∆z = 0.1 and ap-
plied to the galaxy catalogue for each of them. The useful red-
shift range depends on the passband and the depth of the data.
To derive the apparent Schechter magnitudes we have used k-
corrections derived from model spectra for an elliptical galaxy
from the Coleman library (Coleman et al. 1980), thus ignoring
luminosity evolution of the galaxies. The main impact of this is
that redshifts of the clusters may be biased low for the high-z
part of the sample.
As discussed in Sect. 2, each galaxy catalogue has an as-
sociated mask file usually masking false detections around sat-
urated stars or ghost images. Since such false detections of-
ten come in fairly dense groups, they are very efficiently de-
tected by the cluster finding algorithm. To avoid such false clus-
ter detections, objects within masked regions are discarded in
the analysis. While it is of course important to avoid spurious
cluster detections caused by false objects within these masks,
the masking of regions creates holes in the galaxy distribution,
which in turn hampers the assumption for the matched filter al-
gorithm of a homogeneous background. This has to be taken
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Table 1. Detection and filtering parameters for building the cluster catalogues.
Parameter Value
Filter
Core radius, rc 0.133h−175 Mpc
Cut off radius, rco 1.33h−175 Mpc
Faint end slope of LF, α -1.15
Schechter magnitude, M∗i -22.24
Likelihood maps
Pixel scale 0.5rc=21.6 − 8.5 arcsec
z-interval 0.2 − 1.3, ∆z = 0.1
Peak detection
Threshold 3.5σ
Minimum area ∼ π (rc(z)/2)2 ∼ 4pixels
A posteriori filtering
Minimum number of shells 2
into account both when estimating the background as function
of magnitude (in this case in particular the density of back-
ground objects) and when evaluating the filter in the vicinity
of the masked areas. The lack of objects will decrease the sig-
nal compared to the ideal case of complete coverage, thus the
clusters situated in the affected regions will have a lower prob-
ability of being detected. As a result of the spatial extent of
the applied filter, the regions affected by the holes are not only
the masked regions but also their immediate vicinity. Due to
the larger angular extent of the filter at low-z, the holes affect
larger regions in the low-redshift shells than in the higher red-
shift domain. This may in the end cause large regions of the
catalogue to be significantly incomplete. To diminish the ef-
fect of the holes in their vicinity we add randomly distributed
galaxies to fill the holes in the filtered galaxy catalogues before
applying the matched-filter algorithm. The density of the added
galaxies corresponds to the average density of the field.
Analogously, the signal at the edges will be decreased due
to the lack of galaxies outside the observed regions. To coun-
teract this effect we also add a border of randomly distributed
galaxies again with a density corresponding to the average in
the field. The width of the added frame corresponds to the ex-
tent of the largest filter radius corresponding to the one used for
z = 0.2. The magnitude distribution of the added mock galaxies
is the one of the catalogue itself. Of course, this approach can
never fully recover the signal of a partially masked cluster or a
cluster situated at the limit of the survey, but it assures that the
background signal is kept constant across the field allowing a
more homogeneous detection over the entire area.
For each redshift, a likelihood map with the pixel scale
corresponding to half the core radius at this redshift is cre-
ated. The maps are stored as FITS files to facilitate the use
of standard image analysis tools (here we use SExtractor,
Bertin & Arnouts 1996) for detection and characterization of
the peaks. Even though the masked areas are filled, the signal
in these regions is useless, and therefore we use weight maps
to discard these regions in the peak detection. The weight maps
are created with the same pixel grid as the likelihood maps
starting from the updated mask files for each field. To avoid
splitting clusters with substructures we do not use the deblend-
ing option of SExtractor, even though this probably reduces the
sensitivity to clusters close to the same line of sight.
After peak detection, the significant peaks in the different
maps, corresponding to different redshifts, are cross matched
using the association program of the LDAC-tools3. This tool
associates detections by their position, such that, if the detec-
tion areas in two shells overlap, the detections are associated to
each other to create the raw likelihood functions.
Due to the slow variation of the appearance of clusters
with redshift and the luminosity width of the filter, a cluster
causes a significant peak in a number of consecutive shells. It
is not likely that a cluster absent in one shell is recovered at a
more distant redshift. Therefore, the raw likelihood functions
are analysed and split in two if it occurs that for a given red-
shift no detection is found. In this way it is assured that all like-
lihood curves are contiguous as is expected for real clusters.
Additionally, since the filter size is much larger at low redshifts
than at higher redshifts it may happen that two detections are
blended at low redshift but deblended at higher redshifts. The
raw likelihood curves are therefore searched for shells where
two detections are associated to the same cluster. In such cases
only the detection closest to the foreground one is kept in the
present detection and the other one used in a new series of de-
tections. Both of these procedures are improving the sensitivity
to clusters along the same line of sight.
The above process creates the final likelihood curve for
each cluster candidate. Again due to the persistency of real
clusters we require a detection to appear in at least two consec-
utive redshift bins in order to be considered further. The proper-
ties of the cluster candidate are determined from the redshift at
which the likelihood signal is maximized. The cluster position
is taken to be the position of the maximum signal.
Compared with the implementation for the EIS project, the
main improvements are the handling of masked regions in the
galaxy distribution as well as the diminishing of the edge ef-
fects using randomly distributed galaxies. Also, the analysis of
3 Leiden Data Analysis Center,
ftp://ftp.strw.leidenuniv.nl/pub/ldac/software
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the likelihood curves has been improved. The EIS implementa-
tion was using what we here call the raw likelihood curves.
3.2. Balancing real and false detections
When constructing a cluster candidate catalogue, the aim is
to identify as many real systems as possible while discarding
chance alignments. As it is clear from the above description
there are a number of steps where parameters have to be se-
lected by the user in order to optimize this balance. When the
pixel scale has been chosen, among the remaining parameters
are the detection threshold and minimum accepted area used
by SExtractor. These parameters are related to the “raw” peak
detection in the likelihood maps. After constructing the raw
catalogues several parameters may also be useful to suppress
the noise contribution. For instance, since clusters are expected
to persist through more than one redshift shell we demand the
candidates to show up in at least two consecutive shells. Even
though we use the number of redshift bins contributing to the
likelihood curve, other parameters such as signal-to-noise or
richness could also be important discriminators.
In principle, the optimum way for addressing this point is
by using mock galaxy catalogues like the ones produced in N-
body simulations including the full hierarchy of structures. For
such a catalogue one would know the precise location of clus-
ters as well as their physical properties. Therefore, application
of the cluster detection to such catalogues would allow at the
same time to identify how many clusters were detected and how
many additional detections, caused by superposition effects,
were found. Hence one could immediately balance the false
and real detections based on the same simulated catalogues.
However, in reality the simulation of the galaxy distribution as
well as identifying galaxy systems is a complex task, which
will be investigated in a future paper.
Here, we adopt a simpler approach simulating sepa-
rately the distribution of the background and cluster galaxies,
whereby we have full control of the input parameters of the
clusters and thus not only the recovery rate, but also the preci-
sion of the estimated parameters can be directly assessed.
To build backgrounds as realistic as possible means repro-
ducing both the magnitude distribution of galaxies and their
spatial distribution properties. In this process we encounter a
coherence issue since a fair reproduction of the clustering of
galaxies (in particular at small scales) would mean that clusters
are naturally built in. However, densities and clustering am-
plitudes can be reproduced in spatially independent bins of 1
magnitude. Such a procedure allows then to limit the luminos-
ity coherence of a possible clump to 1 mag, whereas a real clus-
ter is expected to span over a much larger magnitude range. A
set of correlated backgrounds have been constructed based on
the algorithm by Soneira & Peebles (1978), allowing to repro-
duce fairly well the slope of the two-point correlation function
as well as its amplitude as a function of magnitude. Our refer-
ence for the number counts and correlation functions are those
measured directly from the D1 field. Besides the correlated
backgrounds we also created for comparison spatially uniform
Fig. 2. Variation of standard deviation of the likelihood map
pixel value distributions as function of redshift. Each of the
Deep fields are represented by individual symbols (diamonds
for D1, triangles for D2, squares for D3 and crosses for D4).
The lines denote the average over 20 mock catalogs with the
error bars giving the standard deviation. The solid line marks
the relation for the ”correlated” background catalogues and the
dotted line that of the ”uniform” background catalogues.
backgrounds reproducing only the galaxy number counts. For
each type of backgrounds 20 simulations were built.
For balancing the number of false and real detections, we
applied the matched-filter algorithm to the four Deep fields as
well as to each of the two sets of simulated catalogues. To in-
vestigate the impact of the clustering properties on the likeli-
hood maps, and thus on the peak identification, we first com-
pare the standard deviations of the pixel value distributions. In
Fig. 2 we show this comparison for each redshift bin. For the
simulated backgrounds we use the mean standard deviation in
each bin while for the real data each catalogue is shown by
an individual symbol. It can be seen that in general the stan-
dard deviations of the real data are larger than those of both
of the two types of mock background catalogues. This is ex-
pected since in the real data the presence of clusters increases
the density variations, and thus the variation in the pixel val-
ues. While the uniform backgrounds, as expected, show much
smaller variations, the clustered background values represent
well the lower limit of the standard deviation found in the real
data.
When determining the detection threshold to be used for the
peak identification one would like to use the standard deviation
of the background pixel distribution of each likelihood map and
set the threshold in a standard “nσ” fashion. However, due to
the variations in clustering the background standard deviation
varies as was seen above. In order to have a common reference
for the background standard deviation, we used those derived
from the average of the 20 correlated mock catalogues since
these appear to represent a clustered background well. Hence,
in the following the detection threshold scaling, σdet = nσ, will
refer to the values of the average of the standard deviations, σ,
of the 20 correlated background mock catalogues.
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Fig. 3. The number of real and false detections per square
degree for different detection thresholds and minimum area.
The number of false detections is estimated from the corre-
lated background catalogues. The upper curves with open sym-
bols give the numbers for the minimum area corresponding to
π(0.5rc)2 and the lower curves with filled symbols those for
π(1rc)2. The numbers at each point mark the “n” in the “nσ”
scaling of σdet. The thin solid line marks the locus of equal
number of false and real detections. The dashed, dotted and
dot-dashed lines mark a fraction of 5% , 10% and 33% false
detections, respectively.
Having defined this reference it is now possible to com-
pare the number of detections in different cases to define the
optimum detection threshold and minimum area. The two key
issues are to keep the fraction of false-positives low, while
keeping a high detection efficiency. The first issue relates to
the number of detections in the background only simulations
and the second to the number of detections in the data cata-
logues. To have a fair representation of the number of false de-
tections we use the correlated backgrounds for these estimates.
The comparison of the number of detections in the real data
and in the correlated backgrounds is shown in Fig. 3. It shows
the number of detections in the real data versus the number of
detections in the background catalogues for different settings
of the detection threshold and minimum area. Even though the
clustered background catalogues seem to represent the back-
ground well, it is possible that the noise fraction in this way is
slightly overestimated. This (slight) overestimate is caused by
the fact that the catalogue is built in slices of one magnitude
and therefore concentrated clumps of galaxies with very simi-
lar magnitudes may be included despite the wrong luminosity
function of the system. However, we expect this to be a minor
effect, since the correlation of position and magnitude is lim-
ited to a relatively small magnitude range of one magnitude.
The most efficient suppression of the false detections is in
the steepest part of the curves. When it turns flatter the de-
tections in the catalogues become more noise contaminated.
Therefore, the most efficient threshold judged from this rela-
tion alone is where the curves bend off. From the figure it can
be seen that the choice of minimum area is not an efficient noise
discriminator and thus to ensure the detection of the most con-
centrated systems (often being those at the highest redshifts)
we choose to use the small minimum area corresponding to
Table 2. The relation between the input Λcl-richness and
the Abell richness classes. For the transformation between
the counts and richness class we use the relation found by
Postman et al. (1996).
Λcl 〈NR〉 R
10 15 < 0
20 24 0
30 31 0
40 38 1
50 45 1
60 50 1
70 56 1
80 62 2
90 67 2
100 72 2
150 95 3
200 118 3
250 137 3
300 156 4
π(0.5rc)2. From the bending of the upper curve it can then be
seen that a threshold of 4.0σ, corresponding to ∼20% false de-
tections for a total of about ∼30 detections per square degree
would be the most efficient in terms of rate of false-positives.
However, other considerations such as completeness as func-
tion of redshift have to be taken into account as well. For inves-
tigating this we compare the resulting catalogues using both the
4.0σ and 3.5σ detection thresholds. In the latter case the total
number of detections is ∼50 with ∼ 30% false detections.
We have carried out two comparisons: one internal between
the two catalogues and one to an external cluster sample. First
we visually inspected all the candidates in the 3.5σ (162 candi-
dates) and 4.0σ (98 candidates) catalogues and found that 122
from the 3.5σ catalogue were graded A or B (see Sect. 4 for
a definition) corresponding to the most reliable candidates. Of
those candidates ∼ 43% are not included in the 4.0σ catalogue.
A large fraction of these missing candidates were identified at
high redshift, a main target of the present survey. Therefore, we
consider the 3.5σ threshold a good compromise despite the in-
creased frequency of false-positives. This choice is supported
by the results of comparing to the XMM Large-Scale Structure
Survey sample (XMM-LSS, Pierre et al. 2006) as discussed in
Sect. 4.2. We find that all their z ≥ 0.5 detections are missed if
we use the 4.0σ detection threshold, but included using 3.5σ,
which is our choice for the rest of this paper.
3.3. Towards a selection function
Having determined the optimum detection parameters it is im-
portant to investigate the recovery rate as function of redshift
and richness (selection function). For building the selection
function it is necessary to have control on the location of clus-
ters as well as their basic properties. Therefore we have cre-
ated simulated galaxy catalogues based on the background cat-
alogues described above and clusters with the same charac-
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Fig. 4. An example of a simulated galaxy catalogue for the
clusters only (upper panel), embedded in the uniform (middle
panel) and correlated (lower panel) backgrounds. In all cases
the catalogues are cut at the limiting magnitude of i = 25. The
clusters all have a richness of Λcl = 100 (R ∼ 2) and the red-
shifts indicated in the upper panel.
Fig. 5. The detection efficiency for the correlated background
σdet = 3.5σ, area∼ π(0.5rc)2. The lines correspond to Λcl =
10 − 300 from left to right.
teristics (radial profile and LF) as the one used for the de-
tection filter. A similar approach has been used by many au-
thors for estimating recovery efficiency (e.g. , Kepner et al.
1999; Lobo et al. 2000; Goto et al. 2002; Kim et al. 2002;
Postman et al. 2002).
For each background setup we create 20 mock catalogues
to which we add clusters with redshifts in the range 0.2–1.3
and Λcl-richness from 10–300, as detailed in Table 2. The sim-
ulated clusters are built to resemble the model cluster used to
construct the detection filter. In each field we add 12 clusters
with different redshifts from z = 0.2 to z = 1.3, but con-
stant richness. For each richness we construct 20 such cata-
logues. Altogether a set of 280 galaxy catalogues including
clusters were produced, containing a total of 3360 galaxy clus-
ters. Fig. 4 shows one example of a set of 12 clusters with rich-
ness Λcl = 100 (R ∼ 2) embedded in a field background. From
the figure it can be seen that at the highest redshifts the num-
ber of galaxies included in the catalogue is very small, therefore
the contrast of the cluster against the background decreases sig-
nificantly with redshift even for these fairly rich systems. It is
also clear that it is more difficult to identify the clusters on the
clustered background than on the uniform one, due to the larger
number of background superpositions. The conversion between
the input Λcl-richness, the Abell richness counts, NR (number
of galaxies with magnitudes in an interval of size 2 magnitudes
limited at the bright end by the third brightest magnitude) and
Abell richness class, R, is given in Table 2.
In order to determine the recovery rate, we apply the de-
tection procedure to these mock galaxy catalogues and identify
clusters around the nominal cluster positions. We use a search
radius of 1.′5. We reject detections that have a matching de-
tection (in terms of position and redshift) in the corresponding
background galaxy population. In Fig. 5 we show the computed
recovery efficiency as function of redshift and richness. From
this figure and Table 2 it can be seen that, overall, these settings
allow clusters with Abell richness class R & 1 to be detected up
to redshifts z ∼ 0.7 with at least 80% efficiency, while at z & 1,
systems with R & 2 are detected at 80% completeness.
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Fig. 6. The average matched-filter position offset as function
of redshift and richness using a search radius of 1.5 arcmin.
The different lines correspond to different richness as in Fig. 5.
The smooth dotted line gives the corresponding angular extent
of the core radius. We only include cases with at least 50%
recovery.
3.4. Recovery of properties
In the previous section we discussed the efficiency of detecting
a cluster at the position of the simulated clusters. Another im-
portant question for using the constructed cluster catalogue is
the accuracy of the estimated cluster properties.
The first property we investigate is the accuracy of the re-
covered positions. In Fig. 6 we show the mean offsets as func-
tion of redshift and richness (upper to lower curve) and com-
pare it with the core radius (smooth dotted line). We have cho-
sen to limit ourselves in redshift and richness to cases where at
least 50% (10 cases) of the 20 input clusters are recovered. This
is done in order to make sure that we do not estimate the offsets
on one special case but obtain a reasonable statistical signifi-
cance. It can be seen that the average offsets from the nominal
position is of the order or sligthly larger than the core radius
for all richnesses. Here the detections are recovered within 1.′5
from the input center.
The main properties estimated by the matched filter algo-
rithm are the redshift and richness. To investigate the accuracy
of these estimates, we use the same matching as above adopt-
ing a search radius of 1.′5. In Fig. 7 we show the redshift offsets
between the input and recovered redshifts for each of the re-
covered clusters mixing all richnesses in the lower panel. The
two top panels give the offsets for richnesses of Λcl = 30 and
150. It can be seen that in general the recovered redshifts are
in good agreement with the input ones, even though the scat-
ter increases for the poorer systems. Furthermore, in the lowest
redshift bins there is a tendency of overestimating the redshift
while in the highest redshift end the opposite effect is seen.
Since the mock clusters are constructed using no-evolution k-
corrections, this effect is not the same as mentioned in Sect. 3.1,
but is an additional offset introduced by the method. As dis-
cussed by Schuecker & Bo¨hringer (1998) this may be an ef-
fect of the adopted algorithm and other choices could possibly
perform better in this respect. However, it is worth noting that
spectroscopic confirmations of clusters at low redshift detected
Fig. 7. Redshift offsets as function of input redshifts for rich-
nesses of Λcl = 30 (upper panel), 150 (middle panel) and com-
bined for all the investigated richnesses (lower panel). Each
point is slightly offset by a random number to allow all points
to be seen despite the discrete nature of the redshift measure-
ments.
in the EIS program confirm the consistency between real and
estimated redshifts showing no or a slightly lower systematic
offset increasing at the highest redshifts (e.g., Benoist et al.
2002; Olsen et al. 2005a; Olsen et al. 2005b). The scatter is
found to be consistent with the spectroscopic results.
Lastly, we show the relative offsets
([Λcl,out − Λcl,in]/Λcl,in
)
in the upper panel of Fig. 8. It can be seen that at low redshift
there is an overestimate on average up to 100% and a slight un-
derestimate at the highest redshifts, while at intermediate red-
shifts the average is in good agreement with the input richness.
At all redshifts the scatter of the recovered richness is large.
The richness estimate depends on the estimated redshift, there-
fore when the redshifts are overestimated we expect the same
for the richness (an M∗ galaxy at higher redshift has an appar-
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Fig. 8. The relative richness offsets as function of input redshift.
The horizontal dashed line gives the zero offset line. The upper
panel shows the measured relative offsets from the input values
while the lower panels show the richness offsets after correcting
for the redshift offsets as detailed in the text.
ent flux that is smaller than at lower redshift and therefore the
equivalent number of M∗ galaxies is larger). To investigate this
effect, we corrected the measured richness to the value corre-
sponding to the input redshift. This correction is made by mul-
tiplying the recovered richness by the flux ratio between an L∗
galaxy at the recovered redshift to one at the input redshift. The
result of this correction is shown in the lower panel of Fig. 8. It
can be seen that most of the systematic offset is removed, thus
we attribute the systematic offsets in the richness estimate to
the offset in redshift.
Even though based on simple simulations, the present re-
sults will serve as a reference for future work investigating the
effects of clusters that do not exactly resemble the model clus-
ter. It is an important step for understanding the strengths and
weaknesses of the detection under well-controlled conditions
before adding the entire complexity of different cluster mor-
phologies and superpositions through the use of N-body simu-
lations.
4. Application to CFHTLS Deep Fields
The matched filter algorithm as described above was applied to
the i−band catalogues of the four Deep CFHTLS fields. The
resulting cluster candidate catalogue is presented in Table 3
giving the first five entries. The entire list is available at the
CDS. The table lists in Col. 1 the cluster name, in Col. 2 and 3
the right ascension and declination in J2000, in Col. 4 the esti-
mated redshift, in Col. 5 the Λcl richness, in Col. 6 the S/N of
the peak value of the detection, in Col. 7 the number of redshift
bins where the candidate was detected, in Col. 8 the fraction of
lost area within a distance of 1h−175 Mpc from the cluster position
and in Col. 9 the grade as defined below. The total number of
detections is 162 corresponding to 52.1 per square degree for
an effective area of ∼ 3.112 square degrees. From the density
of detections in each field we compute the average density to
be ∼ 52.1 ± 7.8 per square degree, where the error indicates
the scatter between the four fields. From the simulated back-
grounds we estimate to have ∼ 16.9 ± 5.4 false detections per
square degree. This corresponds to a noise fraction of ∼32%.
Below we compare the properties to results of other authors.
All the detected systems were visually inspected using the
related gri and grz colour images. The candidates were split
into four categories denoted by the following grades: grade A
systems show a clear concentration of galaxies with similar
colours; grade B systems are characterized by an overdensity
of galaxies, less concentrated than grade A systems or without
any obvious colour concentration; grade C systems do not re-
veal any clear galaxy overdensity; and finally grade D systems
are systems that were detected because of lack of masking of
the galaxy catalogue or because of an artefact due to the pres-
ence of an edge. The relative fractions of each grade are 38.3%
for grade A, 37.0% for grade B, 22.8% for grade C and 1.9%
for grade D. From these numbers we find that the density of
grade A systems is ∼20 per square degree. It is worth noting
that the fraction of grade C and D systems is slightly smaller
than the estimated noise fraction possibly indicating that the
correlated backgrounds indeed slightly overestimates the true
noise frequency. However, some of the grade B systems may
also be due to superposition effects and thus contribute to the
noise of the catalogue.
In Figs. 9 and 10 we show the spatial distribution of cluster
candidates for each field for redshifts zMF ≤ 0.6 and zMF ≥ 0.7,
respectively. We show the masks (polygons) and the detected
clusters (filled circles). The size of the circles reflects the es-
timated richness of the systems with larger circles indicating
richer systems. It can be seen that the number of detections in
each field varies in both redshift intervals.
In Fig. 11 we show the redshift and richness distributions
and compare them to the estimated contribution from false-
positives. For the redshift distribution the error bars indicate
the field-to-field variation. To investigate the expected variance
of the counts we used cluster samples extracted from N-body
simulations (Evrard et al. 2002). From this paper we used the
results of the ΛCDM simualtions and the deep wedge (DW)
survey with a total (simulated) sky coverage of 10×10 square
degrees and a maximum redshift of 4.4. The adopted mass lim-
its are only rough estimates obtained from the conversion be-
tween Λcl-richness and Abell richness class given in Table 2.
To convert Abell richness classes to a mass limit we used the
sample by Girardi et al. (1998). For each Abell richness class
we computed the average mass and used this as our rough es-
timate. When extracting cluster samples from the N-body sim-
ulations we rescaled the mass threshold as a function of red-
shift to obtain samples with sizes similar to the density in the
candidate catalogue. Extracting randomly from these simual-
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Table 3. The first five entries of the cluster candidate catalogue. The entire table is available at CDS.
Name α (J2000) δ (J2000) zMF Λcl S/N # Bins Frac. of lost area grade
CFHTLS-CL-J022410-041940 02:24:10.3 -04:19:40.7 0.9 79.5 4.32 3 0.10 A
CFHTLS-CL-J022411-042511 02:24:11.6 -04:25:11.1 1.1 123.0 4.10 2 0.08 C
CFHTLS-CL-J022413-040412 02:24:13.4 -04:04:12.7 1.1 120.1 4.01 2 0.01 B
CFHTLS-CL-J022423-044044 02:24:23.1 -04:40:44.3 0.4 27.2 4.27 3 0.03 B
CFHTLS-CL-J022423-044303 02:24:23.3 -04:43:03.6 0.5 29.1 3.90 4 0.02 A
Fig. 11. Redshift (top) and richness (lower) distributions (solid
lines) for all the candidate clusters. The distributions of false
detections (dashed lines) are estimated using the correlated
backgrounds. For the redshift distribution the error bars denote
the scatter between the fields.
tions sets of 4 realisations of 1 square degree yields a variance
consistent with the field to field variation measured from the 4
Deep fields.
Finally, Fig. 12 shows the redshift and richness distribu-
tions indicating the contribution of grade A and B systems. It
can be seen that the distributions are at any redshift and rich-
ness dominated by grade A and B systems which are both char-
acterized by a clear overdensity of galaxies.
4.1. Statistical comparison to previous surveys
Even though the number of high-redshift cluster searches is
still limited, a number of samples are available for compari-
son. First, we compare the present catalogue with that from
the EIS project (Olsen et al. 1999a,b; Scodeggio et al. 1999)
since the adopted method here is essentially the same but ap-
plied to another data set. Afterwards we compare with two
Fig. 12. Redshift (top) and richness (lower) distributions for all
the candidate clusters (solid lines) and marking the grade A
(dark grey) and B (light grey) systems.
other optical catalogues: the KPNO/Deeprange distant clus-
ter survey using a different data set covering 16 square de-
grees also in the I−band and using a matched-filter algorithm
(Postman et al. 2002) and the Red Sequence Cluster Survey
(RCS; Gladders & Yee 2005) that used both a different data
set and a different detection method, namely searching for si-
multaneous overdensities in colour and space.
In Fig. 13 we compare the distributions of the properties
of cluster candidates in the CFHTLS catalogue presented here
and those in the EIS cluster candidate catalogue. The difference
between the surveys is both the passband (EIS used a wide
I−band filter with a limiting magnitude of IAB ∼ 23.4, while
in CFHTLS the more narrow Sloan i−band filter is used) and
the depth of the data. Already this is expected to have some
impact on the obtained cluster candidate samples, but in partic-
ular at low redshift, this is not expected to be a large effect. The
two catalogues are built with essentially the same algorithm,
however, it can be seen that the CFHTLS includes more sys-
tems than the EIS sample at all redshift. The large difference
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Fig. 9. The projected distribution of clusters with zMF ≤ 0.6 (filled circles) detected in the four fields. The dark circles denote
the grade A systems, while the grey ones indicate any other grade. The diameter of the circles increase with the richness of the
cluster. The first row shows D1 (left) and D2 (right) and below are the fields D3 (left) and D4 (right). The additional polygons
mark the position of masked regions.
is likely to result from the adopted detection thresholds, which
is a major difference between the two detection procedures. In
contrast to the present project, in EIS the detection thresholds
were defined intrinsic to each field. For the richnesses (Fig. 14)
we compare the detections in three different redshift bins, since
the average richness increases with redshift (due to the selec-
tion function). Each line type corresponds to a different red-
shift range as indicated in the caption. In general the CFHTLS
identifies a larger number of poorer systems than was done in
EIS which is probably a combination of the different detection
thresholds and deeper data.
In Fig. 15 we compare the redshift distribution with that
of the KPNO/Deeprange distant cluster survey (Postman et al.
2002) as well as that of the RCS (Gladders & Yee 2005). Both
of these surveys are estimated to cover roughly the same red-
shift interval as in the present survey. We find that at most red-
shifts the CFHTLS distribution includes more systems than the
KPNO/Deeprange catalogue, and is comparable to the distri-
bution of the RCS. Since the RCS is using a different detection
method also the definition of the richness of the detected sys-
tems differs and thus a direct comparison is not possible in this
case.
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Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 9 but for clusters with zMF ≥ 0.7.
For the three surveys where Λcl-richnesses are available
(CFHTLS, EIS and KPNO/Deeprange) we present the break-
down by richness in Table 4. The richness intervals are selected
based on the values in Table 2 to correspond roughly to Abell
richness classes R . 0, R ∼ 1, R ∼ 2 and R & 3. From the ta-
ble it can be seen that the additional detections in the CFHTLS
catalogue is likely due to a larger number of relatively poor
systems.
4.2. Direct comparison to other samples
A number of clusters are already known in the investigated
areas. In order to estimate the accuracy of the estimated red-
shifts as well as compare the properties of clusters identi-
fied by different methods, we use NASA/IPAC Extragalactic
Table 4. For each of the three surveys the density of clusters
(per square degree) in four different richness intervals. The
richness intervals correspond roughly to Abell richness classes
R . 0, R ∼ 1, R ∼ 2 and R & 3.
Richness CFHTLS EIS Deeprange
Λcl < 35 (R . 0) 22.5 3.6 4.2
35 ≤ Λcl < 75 (R ∼ 1) 18.3 10.5 15.9
75 ≤ Λcl < 125 (R ∼ 2) 9.3 2.6 7.0
125 ≤ Λcl (R & 3) 1.9 4.3 0.6
Database (NED) to find clusters with known spectrocsopic red-
shifts. All of these are found to be X-ray identified systems.
The main source of externally detected clusters is the XMM-
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Fig. 13. Comparison of redshift distributions for the CFHTLS
(solid line) and EIS (dashed line) cluster catalogues
(Olsen et al. 1999a,b; Scodeggio et al. 1999).
Fig. 14. Comparison of richness distributions for the CFHTLS
(thick lines) and EIS (thin lines) cluster catalogues (Olsen et al.
1999a,b; Scodeggio et al. 1999). Each line correspond to a red-
shift interval as follows: long-dashed line 0.2 ≤ z ≤ 0.4, short-
dashed line 0.5 ≤ z ≤ 0.7 and solid 0.8 ≤ z ≤ 1.1.
LSS (Valtchanov et al. 2004; Andreon et al. 2005; Willis et al.
2005; Pierre et al. 2006) covering the Deep-1 field. In addition
one detection from the ROSAT Bright Source Catalog Sample
(Bauer et al. 2000) is located in the Deep-4 field.
In Table 5 we list the previously spectroscopically con-
firmed clusters found in the areas searched in the present work.
The table lists in Col. 1 a cluster id, in Col. 2 and 3 the position
in J2000, in Col. 4 the external spectroscopic redshift, in Col. 5
the matched filter redshift when there is a match, in Col. 6 a flag
whether the cluster position falls within a mask and in Col. 7
the reference(s) of the external position of the cluster.
In the XMM-LSS catalogues of the D1 field (Andreon et al.
2005; Willis et al. 2005; Pierre et al. 2006) we find a total of
17 detections. When comparing to our catalogue, we find all
but 5 of these detections. Of those 5 two are masked and the
remaining three systems are optically poor.
Fig. 15. Comparison of redshift distributions for the CFHTLS
(solid line), KPNO/Deeprange (dotted line, Postman et al.
2002) and RCS (dashed line, Gladders & Yee 2005) cluster
catalogues.
For the 12 XMM-LSS systems where we find a counterpart
and the ROSAT cluster we compute the average redshift offsets.
We find a mean offset of z− zMF = −0.05 with a scatter of 0.14.
Among the 13 systems one shows an offset of ∆z = −0.32.
For this system the colour image shows the presence of two
galaxy concentrations. The XMM-LSS position is located be-
tween the two concentrations, while that of the present survey
corresponds to the one most distant from the XMM-LSS detec-
tion. Thus the matching of this case is ambiguous. Discarding
this case leads to an average redshift offset of ∆z = −0.02 with
a scatter of 0.12. This is consistent with the offsets estimated
from the simulations in Sect. 3.3.
All of the matched XMM-LSS systems are graded A in our
catalogue. However, the geometry of the XMM-LSS survey
does not allow a complete coverage of the D1 field. Therefore,
we investigate the position of our 9 remaining grade A systems
with respect to the XMM-LSS pointings (Pierre et al. 2006).
Of these nine systems 3 are not covered by any XMM-LSS
pointing and 4 are found at the edge of a pointing. The last
2 systems are located in XMM-LSS pointings G01 and G02,
where the G02 pointing is significantly shallower than the other
pointings. The candidate detected by our search in G01 is at
zMF = 0.4 and Λcl = 29, thus not a very rich system. Also
the visual inspection of this candidate shows that the system
is poor, even though a nice concentration in colour and space
is seen. Altogether, considering only our grade A systems and
the overlap with the XMM-LSS survey, the two catalogues are
in good agreement. In addition, the present sample contains a
number of systems in the same area graded B or C for which
there is no known X-ray counterparts. However, from the visual
inspection of the images we expect that more detailed invesiga-
tions will show that a number of them corresponds to physical
systems.
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Table 5. Spectroscopically confirmed X-ray clusters in the four surveyed fields.
Id Ra Dec zspec zMF Masked Ref.
XLSSC029 36.0172 -4.2247 1.05 − Y 1, 3
XLSSC044 36.1410 -4.2376 0.26 0.3 N 1
XLSSJ022522.7-042648 36.3454 -4.4468 0.46 − N 1
XLSSC025 36.3526 -4.6791 0.26 0.3 N 1
XLSSJ022529.6-042547 36.3733 -4.4297 0.92 0.8 N 1
XLSSC041 36.3777 -4.2388 0.14 0.3 N 1
XLSSC011 36.5403 -4.9684 0.05 0.2 Y 1
XLSSJ022609.9-043120 36.5421 -4.5226 0.82 − N 1
XLSSC017 36.6174 -4.9967 0.382 0.5 Y 4
XLSSC014 36.6411 -4.0633 0.344 0.4 N 4
XLSSJ022651.8-040956 36.7164 -4.1661 0.34 0.3 N 1
XLSSC005 36.7877 -4.3002 1.05 0.9 N 1, 2, 3
XLSSC038 36.8536 -4.1920 0.58 0.9 N 1
XLSSC013 36.8588 -4.5380 0.31 0.3 N 1, 4
XLSSC022 36.9178 -4.8586 0.29 − Y 1
XLSSJ022534.2-042535 36.3925 -4.42639 0.92 0.8 N 3
XLSSC005b 36.800 -4.23056 1.0 − N 3
RBS1842 334.23917 -17.42444 0.136 0.2 N 6
1. Pierre et al. (2006), 2. Valtchanov et al. (2004), 3. Andreon et al. (2005), 4. Willis et al. (2005), 5.
Bauer et al. (2000)
5. Summary
In this paper we present the first catalogue of optical cluster
candidates extracted from the CFHTLS Deep data. Using an
improved implementation of the matched-filter procedure of
the EIS project (Olsen et al. 1999a) we construct cluster cat-
alogues in the i−band for the Deep fields of the present survey.
Through simple simulations we assess the rate of false detec-
tions as well as the recovery rate. The main properties of the
catalogue are the following:
– The catalogue contains 162 clusters covering the redshift
range from z = 0.2 to 1.1 with a median of zmed = 0.6.
The density of candidates is 52.1 ± 7.8 per square degree;
among them, ∼ 20 per square degree show a concentration
of similarly coloured galaxies.
– The estimated rate of false detections is ∼ 16.9 ± 5.4 per
square degree. This density is consistent with the fraction
of systems not showing any obvious concentration in the
visual inspection.
– From simulations we find that the catalogue is complete for
systems of richness class ≥ 1 up to z = 0.7; beyond that the
recovery rate decreases to close to zero at z ∼ 1.2.
– We find that the estimated redshifts are in general overesti-
mated by ∆z ∼ 0.1 with a scatter of σ∆z ∼ 0.1. Correcting
for this redshift offset, the recovered richnesses are in good
agreement with the input.
– The present catalogue extracted from the CFHTLS Deep
fields appears to trace poorer systems at higher redshifts
than previous matched-filter cluster catalogues.
We have compared our catalogue with that of the XMM-
LSS survey (Pierre et al. 2006). From this comparison we
found that our grade A systems in the region of overlap be-
tween the two surveys were detected by XMM-LSS. The re-
maining X-ray detections that were not included in our cata-
logue were either in masked regions or appeared optically poor.
The grade B and C systems were not included in the known (X-
ray) cluster samples.
We conclude that, the CFHTLS imaging survey provides
a good basis for constructing large samples of galaxy clusters
to study the evolution of cluster proporties as well as for other
cosmological applications. Furthermore, the ability to trace the
poor cluster population may allow for studying the processes of
cluster growth and their impact on the galaxy populations and
evolution in more detail than with previous samples. In order to
gain a better understanding of the detected systems we will use
photometric redshifts to investigate their properties. However,
to fully describe their nature we have to carry out a thorough
spectroscopic follow-up.
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